LAINE REMEMBERS FEELING on edge as she
walked into her doctor's crowded office two
years ago. A statuesque hospital housing man
ager from the Bronx who's been HIV positive
since 1989, Elaine, 47, had something to tell
her doctor: "The pharmacistsays my Norvir's now only in

E

liquid. Liquid?That's nearly a spoonful of alcohol per
dose." Then, after a pause: "I can't drink alcohol twice a
day." Elaine's doctor reminded her that the Norvir was
working, and that another drug might not be as effective.
Elaine looked at him. "I am an addict," she said. "You
didn't know me When I was using." Her doctor pushed.
After 13 years sober, he asked, couldn't she handle two
teaspoons of alcohol? "Youdon't understand," Elaine said.
"It's like an allergy. You never get past it. I can never have

just one drink because once I start, I'm off to the races."
Elaine first told me this story over the phone. She'd
searched out pharmacies that might have the old, alcohol
free form of Norvir, She'd scoured the web and even used
all of her doctor's capsule samples. But then it was liquid
or bust. Not knowing how to help, Elaine's doctor referred
her to me, since I was then running a counseling program
at GMHC for substance users, and in recovery myself.
I began to hear more stories like Elaine's: Some aspect
of HIV treatment was threatening
people's ability to stay clean.
Given that 16 percent of HIVers
were infected through sharing
needles, once you factor in the
use of alcohol, cocaine and other
drugs, the proportion of people
with HIV who are in recovery is
undoubtedly high. And since
meds for pain, wasting, depres
sion, anxiety and even HIV itself
could pull the rug out from under
years of sobriety, Elaine's treat
ment-or-recovery dilemma can
-TOM, 54,from Denver
hardly be uncommon. One per
son spoke of feeling high from
Sustiva; another of how injecting human growth hormone
(Serostim) for wasting was far too reminiscent of shooting
heroin. Many were struggling with whether to take
painkillers for crippling neuropathy or use medical marijua
na to spark the appetite. As I knew from my own painful
bounces in and out of detox, recovery is a fragile victory.
Taking prescribed meds that might threaten it is no joke.
Denise, 50, is an HIV positive mother of two living in
the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn who's been in
recovery for 10 years. She dreads ever having to face one
of these tough treatment choices because of what she
went through with a friend who's also positive and in
recovery. "He was heavily sedated on morphine," she
recalls, during a bad case of tuberculosis. "Even while con
fined to a wheelchair with terrible neuropathy, he relapsed
back to heroin." Eventually, he started his recovery process
all over again, she says, and this time was able to stick
with the prescribed morphine. But the episode haunts her.
"I always have to work out whether dealing with my
medications is violating my sobriety," says Tom, a 54-year
old former cab-company manager from Denver, who got
HIVa decade into his 24-year recovery. He says that Alco
holics Anonymous (M) meetings provide him with support
for his ongoing effort to stay sober and help him focus on
gratitude "that's medicine for me, too." But one of Ms slo
gans, "Keep it simple," he just can't follow: Tom is on high
doses of a potentially habit-forming painkiller, OcyContin
(time-release Percocet, a mild opiate), for his neuropathy

"I always
have to work
out whether
dealing with
my meds is
violating my
sobriety."
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and Wellbutrin (bupropion), which has
stimulant properties, to treat depression.
Sometimes he wonders, "Have I slipped?"
Denise, Tom and Elaine are a few of
the millions of people across the coun
try who say that AA was the only thing
that saved them when they bottomed
out. For them, treading on any of its
basic principles of sobriety can be terri
fying. One woman, who'd tried to stop
using drugs countless times on her
own, calls AA "my second leg," the one
thing that finally enabled her to quit.
Alcoholics Anonymous, and its sisters,
Narcotics Anonymous and Cocaine
Anonymous, have inspired this kind of
loyalty in part because they are the only
drug treatment programs organized by
drug users themselves. Founded in the
1930s, when alcoholism was widely con
sidered untreatable, AA-the mother of
all self-help groups-is nearly as avail
able as alcohol and drugs. Through its
famous "12 steps," AA encourages mem
bers to give up trying to control their
drug use on their own, and to instead
embrace spirituality and help from oth
ers, through telling their own stories at
meetings, listening to others and speak
ing with volunteer "sponsors" they can
tum to day or night. (Participants also
commit to anonymity, the reason no one
interviewed for this storv used his or her
full name.) At the moments they feel the
most isolated, self-hating and helpless,
many addicts have found in 12-step

It was thunderous applause." Denise had
found a roomful of people who knew
what she'd been through-and were
there for her. Even better, Denise says, "I
found the same acceptance around HIV
as I did around being sober."
Through such support, newcomers
learn to rely on others for help and to
respect the knowledge they've gained
from their own experiences-tech
niques that also help many former users
to cope with an HIV diagnosis. 'When I
found out I was positive," Elaine
recalls, "I had the foundation of five
years' recovery. With HIV, I had a
choice to 'Fuck everything and run, or
face everything and recover.' That's a
slogan straight out of NA and it sure as
hell applied to my diagnosis."
For Joe, 44, a tall, wry Midwesterner
with a punk rock past, AA meetings
held his life together at a time when
everything was falling apart. He'd just
been through the AIDS deaths of an
entire circle of close friends in San
Francisco, a felony drunk-driving con
viction in Los Angeles and the sting of
being dropped by a boyfriend when he
learned Joe had HIV. Joe packed up for
New York City to start a new life. "I was
shell-shocked," he recalls. "I went to
two meetings at noon, grabbed some
lunch, then to a 4 o'clock meeting and
to work at night word-processing. That's
how I stayed sober and out of trouble."
This extremely structured life also gave

programs an acceptance by other recov
ering addicts that is like coming home.
Denise tells the story of her first day,
10 years ago, as if it were yesterday. She
was leaving detox when a staffer said,
"Take your bags from the hospital and go
straight to a meeting. They're going to
cheer for you," she recalls. "And I'm like,
'Yeah, right.' I hadn't heard anything
good about myself in a very long time.
But when I went into that meeting and I
said, 'My name is Denise. I'm an addict.
I just got out of detox and I have one day
clean,' those people jumped up in the air.

him the grounding to handle a series of
life-threatening health challenges. In the
space of a month, he got CMV (cyto
megalovirus )-related pneumonia and
MAC (Mycobacterium avium complex).
He served as his own home nurse, man
aging four to six hours of IV infusions of
ganciclovir and foscamet each day for
the CMY, and did his own wrangling
with insurance companies. "It was about
putting one foot in front of the other and
all these little slogans of AA," Joe says.
"If I hadn't been sober, I couldn't have
made it through what I did."
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With recovery so essential to survival,
questions emerge: Can HIVers maintain
their sobriety, even while taking medica
tions that may threaten it? And can peo
ple in this situation continue to get sup
port from others in recovery who may
see what they're doing as a relapse?
Joe's experience offers some hope.
When he got sick in 1995 and started

losing weight, his doctor told him he
had to start eating or get on a food
tube. After Megace, a hormone-derived ,
appetite stimulant, failed to work, Joe
tried Marinol, the chemical version of
marijuana, a prescription drug, but it
made him feel paranoid and unable to
function. His doctor encouraged him to
consider the real thing. "I talked to all
these people in recovery because I was
afraid if I started smoking pot, I would
start doing other drugs again," Joe says.
"But they promised they would tell me
before that happened." When he tried
marijuana, he says, "I was surprised. I
always thought medical marijuana was
an excuse to smoke pot, but it actually
worked. With all these HIVdrugs I
take, I'm always nauseous, as if there's
a hard shell around my stomach. The
pot relaxes that." He got his appetite
back, and began to gain weight.
But, of course, the pot got Joe high,
too. "It had been 12 years since I last
smoked and I got stoned really easily.
The first time I came down I put on
Grace Jones and picked up my cat, who
put his paws around my neck, and we
started just dancing. I thought, 'Uh-oh,
this is really nice." Over time, he
learned to limit his doses; enough to
perk up his appetite, but not so much
that he got super stoned. "I learned to
smoke not five hits but two or three
and that was enough," he says.
The plot thickened in 1997, when Joe
began to experience neuropathy and his
doctor prescribed Percocet: How would
he maintain both sobriety and functional

ity? "I was worried about taking pain
killers every few hours each day," he says.
"I was afraid this meant getting addicted."
To stay on top of whether his physical
dependence on this essential med had
. slipped into the old-style cravings he
fought so long to kick, Joe used a method
he developed with pot. He "bookended"
at every step with his doctor, therapist

and friends in recovery: "I talked every
thing through with people at either end
I checked in before I did it and again
afterward. The way I did drugs before, I
was very secretive: I did heroin with one
friend, speed with another and then went
home for a six-pack. My friends didn't
even know I had a drug problem."
Then; last year, Joe's neuropathy got so
painful he couldn't walk to the comer
store. "I went off the Percocet and went
on a fentanyl patch [a stronger opiate],
but on that I couldn't even get out of my
Barca lounge. When I found myself nod
ding off in an AA meeting, that was it."
His doctor prescribed methadone, which
completely killed the pain, but left him
feeling depressed. After trying all three
opiates, Joe says, "I decided I would
rather put up with some pain in order to
have a clear head." He went back on
Percocet, which reduced but didn't elimi
nate the pain, and added a pain-manage
ment course, fatty-acid supplements and
acupuncture, which helped him cope.
New York City HN doctor Howard
Grossman suggests looking at the end
result-what the prescribed medication
allows each person to do. "With drug
abuse," Grossman says, "the drug often
reduces normal functioning. On the other
hand, prescribed antidepressants, anti
anxiety drugs or, in the case of neuropa
thy, pain medications may allow the per
son to continue normal functioning
even some things as basic as walking."
Grossman says patients in recovery need
to become attuned to the difference
between dependence on a prescribed med

r--------------

for day-to-day functioning and "self-med
ication," that cycle of constant craving
and ever higher dosing that signals abuse.
AA did publish a pamphlet on the use
of mood-altering meds ("Medications and
Other Drugs," available at 212.870.3400)
that underscores the difficulty of manag
ing prescription drugs, but it offers little
advice. (For POZ's tips, see "Between
Recovery and a Hard Place," page 63.)
And these tricky issues rarely come up in
12-step meetings, even in the many gath
erings oriented specifically to HIVers.
The half dozen people POZ spoke with
for this story were so afraid they'd be
seen as having relapsed that each of
them has chosen, so far, to remain silent
about their private debates over HN
related medication-at least inside AA.
Finding other places to talk over these
negotiations has been one of Joe's great
est challenges. "I don't go to meetings as
much as I used to. If I went, I'd want to
tell people I'm on these pain drugs and
that I smoke medical marijuana, but I
don't want people pouncing on me, say
ing I'm not really sober," he says. "I
once saw that happen to someone who
talked about antidepressants in a meet
ing. So I go to meetings maybe once a
month and I don't share. And yet I still
have to find ways to break the isolation."
Once Elaine bit the bullet and went on
liquid Norvir, she too, cast a wide net in
search of support. While her AA atten
dance didn't flag, she relied instead on
individual friends in recovery to keep
those two daily spoonfuls of alcohol from
becoming more. "When I tell my story in

take the best from AA and leave the rest."
Joe has turned to a handful of friends
who have a respectful take on his use of
pot and painkillers. "I'd rather see Joe
slightly stoned in a life where he's con
cerned with being sober than wasting
away," says Eileen, a friend of Joe's
whose been in recovery herself for 16
years, whom Joe describes as his unoffi
cial sponsor. "What's desirable here is
to be alive, not just sober. It's some
thing you have to come up with your
self, but, hopefully, as your sobriety pro
gresses, you know the difference
between taking meds to avoid living in
incredible pain and choosing to be high
because that's a place you'd rather be."
Recently, after Eileen and Joe attend
ed a meeting together, Joe told her,
"This is the kind of meeting where I'd
like to raise my hand and talk about my
pain pills and pot smoking." Eileen was
skeptical. "You have to be selective
about something as precious as your
sobriety and your health," she says care
fully. "You have to pick your battles."
Psychologist Philip Spivey, former
director of an alcohol and drug treatment
program in New York City, says the chal
lenge is to stay aware that HIV-related
drugs like marijuana or Percocet could
actually lead to a relapse, while learning
to trust yourself on tricky life choices.
Spivey cautions about the very real possi
bility of "playing games with yourself' as
you walk that tightrope "between making
a sober assessment of the benefits and
costs of taking a potentially lifesaving
medication as a last resort, and talking

AA meetings," she says, "I always men
tion my HIV status. It's very important
for women to hear my experience and
know it's not a death sentence. But I
don't go into my treatment questions, like
the Norvir. I don't want someone in AA
making my treatment decisions for me,
and I don't want to set myself apart in
AA. I got my foundation for managing all
of this from AA, but I learned how to

yourself into an old pattern of drug
abuse where you are minimizing possible
danger or masking a craving."
J. Kevin Rist, MD, a psychiatrist in
HN Services at St. Mary's Hospital in
San Francisco, says, "As a person with
HN in recovery, you need to be especial
ly well-informed about the drugs you
take-including the potential impact of
(continued on next page)
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Within a week of Weinstein's second pro
posal, discussions in AOL Internet chat
rooms began to suggest that Weinstein was
dangerous, worse than Dr. Laura or Jesse
Helms. And then the posters appeared.
With an unflattering portrait of Weinstein
and the captions "CONDOM NAZI" and
"enemy of the gay community," they mate
rialized on the walls of bars and restaurants
throughout West Hollywood. They asserted
that Weinstein's campaign was really devot
ed to making "money off AIDS."
It's not exactly clear who made the
posters (bar owners deny any involvement),
though AOL chats obtained by POZ indi
cate that a handful of apparently unaffiliat
ed barebackers may have been behind
them. Even as city council members touted
the success of their voluntary plan (condom
distribution had gone from 30,000 to
300,000 a year), the harsh tone of the
posters seemed to rally support around
Weinstein. Suddenly, a local rabbi, Denise
Egger, was leaping to Weinstein's defense,
condemning the attack posters' Nazi slogan
as anti-Semitic. (Weinstein is Jewish.) Paul
Koretz, too, slammed the "Nazi" rhetoric.
Sympathy for Weinstein mounted with a
headline-grabbing March 23, 2000
announcement from the local health
department that 26 cases of syphilis had
been reported in Los Angeles County. "We
are getting a wake-up call," pronounces
Prang. "The syphilis outbreak guarantees
that unless we are doing our job on a vol
untary basis, the AHF initiative will pass."
This past August, a professional pollster
hired by AHF found that 55 percent of
West Hollywood residents backed Wein
stein's mandatory plan over the voluntary
plan now in place. Weinstein's position, for
the moment, has won the day. Of course,
as the March vote approaches, a tempest
may again wash over Tinseltown.
A philosophical Weinstein says that the
furor is good for the community. It explodes
the denial of unsafe sex that saturates the
red light district in Los Angeles and high
lights the warring theories about how-20
years into an epidemic with no end in
sight-to get gay men to use condoms as
way of life. With Weinstein spouting the old
fashioned condom code, Martin touting
new-school, grass-roots measures, activists
like Jones calling for a return to gay-lib prin
ciples of self-empowerment, and even bare
backers backing their credo, the crisis in gay
HIV prevention is clearly out of the closet.
Meanwhile, the condom bowl at Rage
was getting low on a recent summer night.
One young man POZ spoke with, 22-year
old Jimmie Smith, dug his hand deep into
the dish to nab a personal supply. Smith's
vote on the ballot measure isn't in question.
"Condoms are expensive," he says. "Any
chance to get them for free is great." .,

each on your sobriety. Be clear with your
provider about the specifics of your drug-use
history and then, when contemplating a new
drug, ask specifically, 'I was addicted to X. Is
this new drug in the same class?'" Some anti
anxiety and sleep meds, for example, such as
Clonapin, are benzodiazapines, the same
class of drug as Valium-something you'll
want to know if Valium was one of the pills
you popped. All benzodiazapines are poten
tially addictive, especially for people in recov
ery, since they give you a mild euphoria, and
the body easily develops a tolerance so that
you quickly need more. Safer options for
sleep disorders may include Ambien and
Sonata; for anxiety, it may be safer to take an
antidepressant. If your doc can't answer your
questions, Rist recommends discussing your
history with an addiction-rued specialist or a
psychiatrist who knows psychopharmacology
to find out which meds are optimal for you.
Michael Lipson, formerly chief psycholo
gist in pediatric AIDS at New York City's
Harlem Hospital, warns that fear of relapse
can't be your only guide. He knows of docs
who go too far, refusing to give morphine to
dying patients who are in recovery, as if
they'd somehow get out of bed and resume
addictive behavior. "Early recovery involves an
appropriate fear of psychoactive substances,"
Lipson says. "But ultimately recovery may
require a conscious relationship to them."
Even M cofounder Bill Wilson crossed
some boundaries while remaining sober.
After helping launch the movement, Wilson
suffered bouts of crippling depression and, to
avoid returning to drink, sought alternative
paths, including prayer, meditation, and even
mind-altering substances such as mescaline
and LSD. Though Wilson's experiences are
well documented in both his official biogra
phy and the authorized history of M, they
are rarely discussed in 12-step rooms.
"I don't think doctrine should govern
what we talk about," says Spivey. "The abil
ity to talk these questions through may
constitute emotional wellness and health
for a person living with HIY."
Joe, at least, has slowly gained confidence
that he's on the right track. "One thing I
remember from early sobriety was people
saying they became the person they always
wanted to be when they got sober, and that's
what happened to me," he says. "The ques
tion is, do I have to be in M meetings all
the time to be that person? That's what I'm
up against every day. Even if I cannot share
about this in a meeting, I don't think I've
had a slip." Recently, someone approached
Joe, asking him to be his sponsor, a role that
requires a great deal of trust and depend
ability. Joe says, "He said he 'liked my sobri
ety,' which is what people say when they ask
you to sponsor them, and when I told him
about my medications, he said, Well, I can
deal with that.'" It was a big moment. o
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Relovery
and a Hard Place .
For sober HIVers with prob{emmeds fike'pot, here's the dope.
IT CANBE SCARY forHIVers in recovery from adaiction to consider taking potentially
mood-alteringor habit-formingmedications-from marijuanafor wasting to painkillers
for neuropathy-even when tney-areyour last resort Here;RICHARD ELOVICH
(see"Clean. Sober...andMedicated?" page 54Xinconsultation with therapist Michael
Lipson, PhD, and HIV doc Howard Grossman, MD, offers some sobering advice:

1
2

FmD A DOCTOR or therapistwho
you can talk with honestly about your
.. substance use historyand recovery
process-before you start the med.
TALK IT THROUGH with someone
else in recovery before making the
med decision. Discuss your expecta
tions about how the med might draw you
into an old pattern of thinking or threaten
your sobriety. Bespecific: Are you likely
to take more when less would suffice?

3

SET CLEAR UMITS before you
start the new medication, The
crucialdistinctionis between what
wasprescribed by a doctoramtwhatyoo
self-prescribe. Identify what the rned's
prescribed use is, includingdefining the
vague term "take as neededt SpeH out
where you will use it, with whom and
what you will or won't do while under its
effect (for example, no parties). Some
people find it helpful to "bookend" doses
by checking in with someone else in
recovery before and after takingthe med.
KNOW THE WARNING SIGNS,
which can include breaking your
routine, isolating yourself. keeping
.
a change in medication or dosage a secret,
or usingthe medication impulsively.

4

BE KIND TO YOURSELF. You're not
taking the meds to feel high, but if
that happens, how will you deal?
Will youfeel guilty? Can yoube comfortable
with the high without succumbing to the
urge for more? Avoid places and activities
that you associate with drug use.

5

AVOID ISOLATION. Secrecy is a
fertile breeding ground for drug
abuse. Shine a light on troubling
thoughts by talking regularly with a friend
who is also in recovery and giving him or
her explicit permission to check in with
you often, askyou probing questions and
provide you with feedback. Join or start
a support group whose members are
taking similarly problematic meds. Get
together at regulartimes, createrituals,
andset rules that allow people to speak
without cross-talk.

6
.

INTEGRATE. Keep counting your
days insobriety right through the
time you're following the prescribed
med regimen. If you pray or meditate,
bring your medication issues into this
practice. Faced with new challenges
brought on by moos, renew your commit
ment to sobriety: Volunteer to do service
at a meeting, become a sponsor, or make
a list of things you're grateful for. Stay
involved with the program that helped
to get you sober.

7
.

B

WHAT IF I SLIP? A slip need not
become a slide. Get on the phone
to your sponsor or recovery network
or get to a meeting and discuss it Talk
through what psychologist Alan Marlatt
calls "SUDS"-seemingly unimportant
decisions-that led to the slip. You may
want to talk with doc about the possibility
of going off the problem med for a while,
or for good. Get backon track by adding
more meetingsor seeking out the types
of honest conversations you might have
avoided before.
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Investigative reporter TIM KINGSTON's latest
contribution to POZ, "Share the Health," follows
the trail of surplus AIDS drugs dispatched from
HIVers in rich countrIes. to PWAs in poor ones.
'Kingston aspires to be a bit of a pm himself "to
afflict the powerful and raise herr': His pen has
skewered such targets as pharma price-gougers,
prison administrators and real-estate speculators
in the pages of The Nation, The
San Francisco Examiner and
AIDS Treatment News. Born in
Britain, Kingston was educated
in Los Angeles, Beirut and
London-Dad worked in the
petrochemical industry-and
wound up in San Francisco
"where all good queer/lefty/
aging punks ended up at one
time," as he says. His ink-free interests? "Pointing ,
out that bisexual men with girlfriends can indeed «
be an integral part of the queer movement, hiking,
finding the occasional mosh pit to thrash in and
•
searching for the perfectly poured Guinness."
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. Stillf'eefing° from the- tOsscif Michael jordan, Chicago is
now missing i.£.~Oy WH! j flEW, too: the POZ coiumnist
andcontributmg.writerrecentfy moved to New York City

to join the staffas smrorerlimr.
For this month's cover sto!'J,
"The Secret Plot to Destroy
Afm:an Americans," Whitfreld
flew to Tuskegee, Alabama and
Cleveland to track down PWAs
conspiracy theorists who belieVEl,
for example, that AIDS is U.S.
biowarfareandthat the
Nation of Islam's Kemron
is the cure. "I was up to
my neck in every theory

"It was surprising to

realize how many peDple
believe the gDvernim:~rit
•
t t kall ..
IS DO i!. I US.

circulating in the black
community," he says. "It
wassurprising to realize
how many people-from box-office stars to political
powerhouses-believe the government is out to kill us.
Because of the respect I have for many of them, I was
constantly second-guessing my own beliefs and the way
I think about my own positive diagnosis." Whitfield's
writing has appeared in Vibe, NewYork City's Daily News
and the Chicago Tribune. He's at work on a book about
gangsta rapper Eazy-E, who died of AIDS.

iI

RICHARD ELOVICH, who contributes this month's "Clean,
Sober..and Medicated?" about HIVers in treatment for
addictions, wasin recovery himself in the early'80s when
.. ,... cr->
hefirst bumped into the epidemic:
"1 would havebeenat the St Patrick's demo even if I
hadn't been taking photos," TRACEY lITI says of the
"I was seeing all these people
in Alcoholics Anonymous and
shot on this month's Back Page, As an ACT UP/
Narcotics Anonymous who were
New York regular in its heyday, Litt perfected the
finding out they had AIDS," he ,:' technique of holding a camera in one hand and a
says, And even though a crucial
placard in the other. "The police would see you hop
12-step tenet is avoiding the
back and forth over the barricades,and at some point
they'd decide you couldn't have it both ways. Then
places associated with getting
high, "AIDS sent me back out on
your press credentials didn't mean' a thing." Now the
the streets to do needle exchange
photo editor for American Lawyer magazine, Litt
and outreach," From those street-·,
first flicked the shutter at summer camp,
corners he went on to spearhead HIV prevention at Gay.
then for her Fort Lauderdale, Florida, high school
Men's Health Crisis (he penned POZ's June 1996 cover
yearbook, Her prints have run
story, "Beyond Condoms"), set up AA groups at Harlem '
in Newsweek and Spin and
Hospital and studied theuse of acupuncture for drugdetox.
Douglas Crimp's activist-art
crit AIDS Demographics. She
Now he's getting his PhD in socio-medical sciences at
is making a film of photo
Columbia University's School of Public Health. In writing
stills that narrate the story of
this article, Elovich says hewasinspired by the people he
interviewed. "The courageous folks I talked with are
an animal-rescue worker in
stepping out identifying themselves as positive, bringing
Brooklyn-where she lives
with Chloe (the furry critter
up an issue that hasn't been discussed before in recovery ,
hogging the frame here).
programs," hesays. "There are costs and ~s~t:t~~
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